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VSC-HVDC Smart micro-grid and 

Energy storage solutions



TBEA centralized PV inverter has been widely used in hundreds of large-scale stations in china and abroad 

which can cover 500kW~6250kW capacity, with their advanced topology and excellent AC output fifiltering 

Design, efficient MPPT strategy, SVPWM technology with minimum switching loss, perfect protection function, 

excellent heat dissipation capability, make the centralized photovoltaic power station get higher profifit. 

TBEA string inverter can be applied to village, industrial and commercial rooftop, water- flfloating, complex 

mountain and other PV scenes, etc. As the core of the grid-connected power generation system, 

50kW~208kW inverter with its high efficiency, super reliability, perfect anti-PID, reliable arc island protection, 

excellent power quality, smooth grid access, provides users with the best green energy. 

The company independently completes the research and development of 3kW~6250kW all-series grid-connected 

inverters and launches one-stop solution on smart photovoltaic power station that covers all circumstances such as 

large-sized land area, water surface,complex mountainous region and roof. Our products are applied in 1000 

centralized and distributed photovoltaic power stations. TC2500KF/TC3750KF TC2500KFT

TS208KTL-HV

Centralized photovoltaic inverters

String photovoltaic inverters

TC3125KF

TC3125KFT TC5000KFT TC6250KFT

Photovoltaic Inverter

Smart  Equipment



Project References

100MW Photovoltaic Project in Punjab, Pakistan  

CGN White City 160MW Photovoltaic Front Runner Project  Hami Southeast Mountain Pass 150MW Desert Power Station

SPIC Haixing County 115MW Photovoltaic Front Runner Project

SPIC Weinan 100MW Photovoltaic Front Runner Project

Jiangxi Poyang Lake 120MW fishery solar hybrid photovoltaic power station



TBEA can provide 35kV (+5kV adjustable)/1-120Mvar series of high voltage TSVG products. The 

system adopts high-voltage chain topology structure. With advanced control system structure and 

control strategy, modular structure design concept, fast response, small area and wide 

compensation range, it is widely applicable to load change frequency of new energy generation, 

industrial smelting, rail transit and so on. the current cumulative application performance of TSVG 

products exceeds 6Gvar.
35kV�Water�Cooling�TSVG�Series�Products

35kV�Outdoor�Water�Cooling�TSVG�Series�Products

Outdoor types

Indoor types

Full range HV SVG Indoor types

Smart  Equipment







70.782 million KWh











Smart  Micro-grid and 
Energy Storage Solution

Driven by the energy internet, the micro-grid product line aims to improve the penetration rate of clean energy, committed 

to the friendly access of renewable energy and the use of multiple energy sources. 

The product line is to achieve the energy refined management, to reduce energy consumption cost, to provide energy 

value-added services for customers. The product line provides the whole lifetime micro-grid service of "Planning-Design-

Product Construction-O&M", based on self-developed electrical energy router which is the leading technology, energy 

management system, central controller, energy storage system and other key products . 

For industrial parks, commercial parks, islands, no electricity areas and other micro-grid demands, the product line 

provides the customized "dual-ends, triple-layers, multi-scenes" smart micro-grid solutions. For the energy storage 

requirements of generation-side, grid-side and user-side, the product line provides the “modular, integrated" battery energy 

storage solutions

4

Smart Micro-grid 

Solution in Park

It is commtted to sloving the energy issues of 

industrial or commerical parks and data 

centers,such as high energy costs,large capacity 

expansion,and low energy efficiency.

Integrated Off-grid 

Micro-grid Solution 

For islands and remote areas without electricity, 

construction of long-distance transmission lines 

faces issues of huge investment, high 

maintenance cost and low economic efficiency. 

However, diesel generators face issues of high 

cost per kWh and maintenance cost, serious 

environmental and noise pollution, poor power 

supply quality.

Containerized Energy 

Storage System Solution

TBEA can provide containerized energy storage 

system solutions from 1MWh, 2MWh to 

100MWh. The system adopts container-type with 

constant temperature and subdivision design to 

ensure the excellent performance of the battery 

in various external environments, ensuring long-

term safety and reliability of the system. The 

solution can be widely used for the generation-

side, the grid-side and the user-side.

AC/DC Hybrid 

Micro-grid Solution

Based on the independently-developed energy 

router, TBEA proposes the AC/DC hybrid micro-

grid solution, which unifies the connection of 

"Source-Grid-Load-Storage". Various converters, 

gateway interface cabinets and central controllers 

are replaced by the energy router. Simplified 

system structure, efficient and reliable operation is 

achieved by the solution. 

TEER-801/103-01-C

PCS μTEMS    

Core product

TEER   

Zhuhai DC Micro-Grid Project

Project ReferenceThe National Energy Administration's 

first group of "Internet +" smart energy demonstration 

project, the world's largest multi-terminal AC/DC hybrid 

flexible distribution grid interconnection project. In this 

project, the world's first ±10kV, ±375V, ±110V three-port 

DC transformer (energy router ) was provided by TBEA.

Project COD time: December, 2018

Project site: Zhuhai, Guangdong

Dongguan AC/DC Hybrid Micro-grid Project

Relying on the national key research and development 

program-AC/DC hybrid micro-grid renewable energy technology 

research and engineering demonstration project, TBEA provides 

the first core equipment group of AC/DC hybrid micro-grid 

project in China: 1 set of 500KW-10KVdc/750Vdc two-port 

energy router, 2 sets of 1MW-10KVac/380Vac/10KVdc/±375Vdc 

four-port energy router.

Project COD time: Under construction

Project site: Dongguan, Guangdong
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